Microporous biopolymer-microglial cell and implants for spinal cord/CNS repair

There is no clinically effective therapy for repair of spinal cord trauma and other injuries to CNS tissues. More than 250,000 people are affected with 10,000 new injuries annually in the U.S. About 50% are paraplegic or quadriplegic. Annual health care costs exceed $10 billion. Tissue engineering concepts using various cells, polymer scaffolds, and neural tissue growth factors have been problematic for clinical use. Reported here are results for a study encompassing synthesis, characterization, and in vivo evaluation (including high field NMR) of porous biopolymer-neuroregenerative cell implants. Composite compositions containing microglial cells (MGC) in microporous alginate (ALG), and hyaluronic acid (HA), matrices were prepared and some surface modified with a unique radiation grafted phospholipid nanosurface [Figs. A&B]. Because microglia are natural CNS repair cells, the strategy employed in this research was to develop cell-biopolymer structures designed to facilitate the complex sequencing of biosynthesis and regulation of natural neurotrophic factors at the site of injury; thereby enabling the CNS repair processes and regrowth of neural networks. Using a rat spinal cord injury model, effective wound healing and neural regeneration was demonstrated without cystic cavitation. [see EP Goldberg, WJ Streit, JB Stopek patent publication 60/325,190; PCTUS02]
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